
ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by totallnet - 2011/05/12 05:28
_____________________________________

Is it possible to use with K2 images...

K2 resize all images uploaded to XS, S, M, L and XL sizes on media/k2/itens/cache with prefix code .. like this
01f1a05053c6242fcfa23075e5b963c1_L.jpg

Is it possible to include in k2 php code the ari zoom in plugin mode??

Now k2 open the image with modal but i need to zoom in the imagem...
                          

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by admin - 2011/05/13 06:34
_____________________________________

Hello,

Sorry for delay. It is possible if replace K2 code with the next code:


{arizoom activeType="singleimage" src="" srcSmall=""}{/arizoom}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by Profit2U - 2011/09/16 17:24
_____________________________________

Hello, I've purchased ARI ZOOM as well since from this forum reply I anticipated I could get ARI ZOOM to work with K2
in Joomla 1.5.

Now ARI ZOOM is installed and activated, and I have the same code as described above in my .php-file with name:
item.php (which is in the directory /components/com_k2/templates/default/)

In the 1st forum post the code provided was (I extended the piece with additional code to provide the full info):



 
  

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by admin - 2011/09/16 18:56
_____________________________________

Hello,

Is it possible to provide us link to a page where you want to use the extension and temporary access to your J! backend
by email so we can help to modify necessary file(s)?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by Profit2U - 2011/09/16 19:14
_____________________________________

Hello! 

Thank you for the quick response!
I'm sending you the requested info by email.

Fred.

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by Profit2U - 2011/09/17 08:18
_____________________________________

Information has been sent, but I don't think you've been able to look at this already.
When do you expect to be able to do this?

Thanks.

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by admin - 2011/09/17 08:31
_____________________________________

Sorry for the delay. We are going to create new plugin to add necessary zoom effect without modification K2 files. We will
do it within 24 hours.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by Profit2U - 2011/09/17 08:41
_____________________________________

Thanks again - will you notify me when this becomes available?
And will it come with documentation on how to implement/use in combination with K2?

Fred.

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by admin - 2011/09/17 09:13
_____________________________________

Check your mail please.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by Profit2U - 2011/09/17 09:35
_____________________________________

Yep, checked - corrected wrong info and replied.
You should have the correct info now.
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============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by admin - 2011/09/17 10:05
_____________________________________

Try now please. We have sent the mail with details.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by Profit2U - 2011/09/17 10:39
_____________________________________

It is now working! Great!
Thanks for your support - and all of that within 24 hours after purchase! 

ARI Zoom now works just fine and smooth with the K2 images and is simple to configure/use.

Thanks again and keep up the good work and services.

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by mattmau - 2012/05/23 15:44
_____________________________________

I am trying to also use ARI Zoom with K2 images.

that do i need to add to K2 item.php file to use the zoom feature?

item.php attached to message.

Thank you http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/files/item.txt

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by admin - 2012/05/23 15:49
_____________________________________

Do you enter a code with images on backend or what images do you want to use with "ARI Zoom"? Could you explain it
in more details?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by mattmau - 2012/05/23 15:56
_____________________________________

I would like to implement the zoom on the following page:

http://coollux.undefeatedinteractive.com/v1/index.php/2012-05-08-23-27-28/item/11-mitchell--ness-chicago-blackhawks-
snakeskin-strapback

I would like it to zoom on the main image. 
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I was reading the first posts in this thread, and was trying to start there, but was unsuccessful.

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by admin - 2012/05/23 18:51
_____________________________________

Check your mail please.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by mattmau - 2012/05/23 19:51
_____________________________________

Works Great, Thank you very much

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by cacauRio - 2013/12/16 13:27
_____________________________________

Hi,
I need to associate the ARI Zoom with the catalog that I am setting with K2.
It have given an error: {$emptyText}

I need that the products items have the zoom.
Can you explain to me where I have to configure it? Or I have to send an email for you with the joomla's administrator
access?

See the attach with a print screen, please.

Thank you in advance,
Claudia

============================================================================

Re:ARI ZOOM with K2 Images
Posted by admin - 2013/12/16 13:31
_____________________________________

Hello,

Could you send a link to a page by email where you want to use zoom effect? 

PS: If you send also a temporary access to your J! backend by email, we will configure the extension.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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